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Abstract
In questo articolo viene proposta una concezione del ruolo causale delle proprietà mentali diversa
tanto dal dualismo quanto dalle due varianti del materialismo, quella eliminativa e quella riduttiva.
Gli eventi che coinvolgono proprietà cognitive sono concepiti in modo da avere anche proprietà
fisiche e neurofisiologiche. L’idea è che le proprietà mentali di questi eventi possono avere, nelle
interazioni causali, un impatto reale anche sugli eventi fisici: il fatto che l’evento c ha la proprietà
mentale F può essere causalmente responsabile del fatto, mentale o fisico, che l’evento e ha la
proprietà G. L’evento c ha responsabilità causale in virtù: 1) di una relazione causale tra gli eventi c
ed e e 2) di una legge di natura che si applica a questi eventi e rende G dipendente da F. In questo
quadro si può dimostrare che l’efficacia causale della proprietà mentale F non è vanificata (preempted) dall’efficacia causale delle proprietà fisiche dell’evento c (che è un F), contro l’argomento
dell’esclusione causale di Kim secondo cui l’efficacia causale verso il basso (downward causation)
delle proprietà mentali non può coesistere con le relazioni causali fisiche.
La conclusione di Kim può essere evitata distinguendo tra determinazione causale e determinazione
non causale delle proprietà mentali da parte delle proprietà fisiche sottostanti. Affinché una
proprietà mentale di un evento possa essere efficace nel senso di contribuire a determinare le
proprietà degli effetti di tale evento, deve esistere una legge psicologica che la coinvolge.
L’efficacia della proprietà cognitiva non dipende dalla possibilità di ridurla alla neurofisiologia: la
riduzione di una proprietà mentale equivale alla spiegazione nomologica della sua determinazione
non causale da parte di proprietà neurofisiologiche. Si considerino, per esempio, due casi di leggi
psicologiche, l’una che coinvolge rappresentazioni della posizione spaziale di un agente, l’altra le
associazioni tra stimoli e risposte apprese durante il condizionamento. Queste leggi sostengono
l’efficacia causale delle proprietà cognitive almeno nei casi in cui non c’è nessuna legge
corrispondente ai livelli inferiori, e in particolare al livello neurofisiologico (come probabilmente
avviene nel caso del cervello). Si può spiegare l’assenza di leggi siffatte col fatto che, al livello di
descrizione neurofisiologico, l’evoluzione degli eventi cerebrali è caotica.
Mental properties are macroscopic properties of cognitive systems. Such properties are naturally determined by the
physical, in particular neurophysiological, properties of the parts of these systems and their nomological interactions.
This is compatible with psycho-physical reduction by the discovery of the nature of that determination relation; yet
reduction does not lead to the identification of the mental property with any underlying physical property. Their
implication in psychological laws guarantees the causal efficacy of mental properties. This efficacy may not be
paralleled by the efficacy of physical micro-based macroproperties because the evolution of the brain is chaotic on a
microscopic scale.

It has been argued1 that there are only two consistent ways to make sense of the intuition that
the mind interacts causally with the physical world. Either one embraces dualism, holding that some
causes are non-physical, in particular, persons, or one accepts materialism, holding that only
physical properties possess real and non-derivative causal powers, whereas mental properties can
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have at most derivative causal powers. However, the argument continues, anti-reductive
materialism, holding that mental properties are irreducible to physical properties but nevertheless
causally efficacious, is an unstable position that can be shown to collapse either into reductive
materialism or into dualism. According to reductive materialism, only those properties can be
acknowledged as real and causally efficacious that are reducible to physical properties. With
respect to mental properties, future cognitive science will show whether they can be reduced to
neurophysiological properties or not. This makes two materialist positions conceivable: reductive
materialism (or type physicalism) if mental properties turn out to be reducible, and eliminativism if
they do not. However, a physicalist who wants to avoid dualism, cannot hold that mental properties
are irreducible and nevertheless causally efficacious. As Kim says, “a middle-of-the-road position
[…] is not available. More specifically, […] a physicalist has only two genuine options,
eliminativism and reductionism”. (Kim 1989, p. 267)2
In this paper, I would like to suggest that anti-reductive materialism is not the only remaining
alternative steering a middle course between the scylla of dualism and the charybdis of reductive
materialism (or eliminativism). It is not necessary, in order to avoid both type reductionism and
eliminativism, to find an argument for the impossibility in principle of reducing mental properties
to physical properties. It is an open question, and up to science not philosophy, to find out whether
reductions, local or global, of mental properties can be achieved, maybe by constructing new
mental or neurophysiological concepts. The issues of reducibility and causal efficacy are
independent. The causal efficacy of a mental property is neither threatened by a reduction (as both
dualists and some reductionists claim) nor is a reduction required to secure it (as some physicalists
think). Of course, the reducibility of a property plays an important role for our understanding its
causal efficacy. The reduction of a cognitive capacity, for example by discovering a mechanism
underlying its exercise3, is the best way to explain why and how that capacity has a causal influence
on the world. But its efficacy itself does not depend on its reducibility but rather on the laws of
nature it is embedded in, which link it to other properties at its own level.
My plan is the following. First, I sketch a framework in which the question of how mental
properties are causally efficacious can be addressed without prejudging it either in the direction of
eliminativism or type physicalism or in the direction of dualism. Then I try to show that this
framework allows us to defend the possibility of genuine mental causation against Kim’s argument
that mental properties can have only derivative causal efficacy.
One preliminary remark: I shall here ignore the problem of the intentional character of mental
states and properties. At least some mental states have content, and on an externalist construal of
content, this makes their identity determined by things which are too far away from the time and
place where the mental state is localised to be able to contribute to its causal efficacy. Thus we face
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the puzzle of how mental states can be efficacious in virtue of their content. However, this problem
can be treated independently4 from the problem addressed here: How can we understand the causal
efficacy of global properties of complex objects, without being forced to accept either dualism or
eliminativism or type reductionism? My strategy is to put this question within a framework which is
more general than the issue of mental properties. Part of the problem of mental causation is just as
much a problem for the theory of macroscopic causation in general5; clarification of the nature of
the latter may therefore help making progress with the specific issue of mental causation.
Causality, causal responsibility, and causal explanation
Take an everyday statement of mental causation. The thought that the noise from the street
disturbs my concentration causes my decision to close the window. Each of these mental events, of
which the statement says that they are related as cause and effect, also has physical properties6. Or
take a case of psychophysical causation where a mental event causes a physical event. My decision
(a mental event) causes my closing the window (understood as a bodily movement: a physical
event). The question quite naturally arises, whether the mental property of being a thought that the
noise from the street disturbs my concentration makes a causal contribution to my decision to close
the window, and whether the mental property of being a decision to close the window makes a
causal contribution to my actually closing it. More precisely, the controversial issue is whether the
efficacy of these mental properties is or is not precluded (or “preempted”) by the efficacy of the
underlying physical or neurophysiological properties of those events.
A satisfactory reply to this question must build on a more general analysis of the contribution
different properties of an event make to what it causes. A theory of causation must provide a
conceptual framework making it possible to say what it is about a cause that is responsible for its
effect having specific properties. If a red billiard ball causes a white billiard ball to move off in a
given direction with a given speed, it causes this movement in virtue of its momentum (among other
factors), but not in virtue of its colour.
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Referring to fact F1 (the fact that the red ball hit the white ball with momentum M) causally
explains (together with the fact that the white ball is at rest and no other factors interfere) fact F2
(the fact that the white ball moves with M after the shock). This explanatory relation has an
objective truthmaker. We can express the truth-maker by saying that F1 is causally responsible
(CR) for F27. This accounts for the fact that the distinction between F1 (the fact that the red ball hit
the white ball with momentum M) and F3 (the fact that the red ball was red when it hit the white
ball) reflects an objective difference in causal influence with respect to the movement of the white
ball. This difference does not depend on an explanatory difference; F1 but not F3 would still be
causally responsible for the effect even if there were no explanation-seekers or explainers at all.8
The concept of causal responsibility allows us to express the fact that some properties (in our case,
momentum) of the cause event make an objective difference to what the effect is like, and others (in
our case, colour) do not.
(CR) The fact that c is F is causally responsible for the fact that e is G if and only if c is a
cause of e (at the level of particular events), c exemplifies F, e exemplifies G, and there is a law
(which is in general non-strict) according to which instantiations of F tend to produce instantiations
of G.
In (CR)9, “c is a cause of e” designates a causal relation between particular events, which may
be grounded in the transference of an amount of some conserved quantity, such as energy10. An
event is here construed as a particular whose identity conditions are given by the limits of the
space-time-zone it fills. The statement that the fact11 that c is F is responsible for the fact that e is
G, is meant to imply both that c is a cause of e and that c’s property F is causally efficacious in
producing or bringing about an event with property G.
In order to guarantee that causal responsibility (CR), which depends on properties, is as local
as the causal relation between events, we need to conceive of the constitutive properties F and G of
the facts that c is F and that e is G, as property-instances or tropes, not universals12. Only a spatiotemporal entity such as a trope can be locally efficacious, whereas universals are not located in
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space and time at all13. However, this does not by itself solve the problem, for the crucial question
is how to identify the causally efficacious tropes. The following nomological criterion ties the
identity of a property (trope) to its lawful relations to other properties (tropes of other types).
(Nomological criterion of property identity) Property P is identical to property Q if and only
if, for all properties R, P stands in a lawful relation N to R if and only if Q stands in the same lawful
relation N to R.14

∀P∀Q {P=Q ↔ ∀R∀N [N(P,R) ↔ N(Q,R)]}
P and Q are identical properties if and only if they share all their nomological dependency
relations to other properties and, as a consequence (because causal responsibility is determined by
lawful dependency), all their causal responsibilities.
Consider once more the example of the red billiard ball causing a white billiard ball to move
in a given direction with a given speed. There is a law linking the momenta and thus the speeds of
these balls, but no law linking the colours to the speeds. Therefore, the colour trope of the red
billiard ball is different from its speed trope, and the causal responsibility for the speed of the white
ball after the shock lies with the speed not the colour of the red ball.
On this criterion, mental and physical properties come out as different: They are embedded
in different laws. In this framework, the crucial question becomes whether there exist psychological
laws between different mental properties. This is an empirical question15. If such laws exist then
mental properties are causally efficacious.
Preemption, causal-explanatory exclusion, and downward causation
The thesis of the causal efficacy of global properties of complex macroscopic entities such
as mental properties of human beings must face the following challenge. Let us accept the idea that
mental properties (or their local surrogates) are intrinsic global properties of people and other
cognitive systems, and that global properties of macroscopic objects O are exclusively determined
by the physical properties of the parts of O, and their interactions. One way to spell this
determination relation out is to say that global properties strongly supervene on the properties of the
parts16. The relevant concept to be used here is strong mereological supervenience of the properties
of wholes on the properties of their parts:
Necessarily, if any macroscopic object with parts P1,…, Pn, has some property A, there exist
properties B1(P1),… Bn(Pn) of its parts and relations between the parts R1(P1,…, Pn),… such
that necessarily every macroscopic object that has parts P1,…, Pn, with properties B1(P1),…
Bn(Pn) and relations R1(P1,…, Pn),… has property A.
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In these terms, the problem of mental causation appears as a special case of the more general
problem of understanding whether and how different properties of the same event cooperate or
compete in causing other events. More specifically, the conviction that the mental is causally
efficacious faces the challenge of causal preemption: the causal powers of macroscopic properties
of an object O might turn out to be at best only derivative and at worst inexistent, with respect of
the causal powers of the underlying physical properties of O’s parts17.
Kim (1993a) has clearly stated the challenge of preemption against the claim of the causal
efficacy of mental properties. Suppose an instance of a mental property M causally brings about an
instance of a different mental property M*18. According to strong supervenience, whenever an
organism has M, there is a property P such that everything that has P necessarily has M. Then (the
instance of) M supervenes on (an instance of) P, and M* supervenes on P*, as illustrated in fig. 1.
causes
M
M*

supervenes/
is non-causally
determined by

supervenes/
is non-causally
determined by

P

P*
causes
Fig 1. Distinguishing causal and non-causal determination
The crucial question is, what is causally responsible for this instance of M*, say my decision
to close the window? This decision supervenes on a certain pattern of neural activity that will in
general be distributed over large areas of the brain. By hypothesis, M* is not brought about directly
in a physical way, e.g. by stimulating a particular neuron, but by a mental cause M: by the thought
that the noise from the street disturbs my concentration.
Kim (1993a) argues that mental-to-mental causation implies downward causation19, and
therefore violates the principle of causal-explanatory exclusion and the principle of the causal
closure of the physical domain. The former says that "there can be no more than a single complete
and independent explanation of any one event" (Kim 1988a, p. 233), the latter says that “if you pick
any physical event and trace its causal ancestry or posterity, that will never take you outside the
17
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physical domain. That is, no causal chain will cross the boundary between the physical and the nonphysical” (Kim 1997, p. 282)20. First, Kim argues we can make sense of M's causing M* only by
supposing that M causes M* by causing P*, which is a case of downward causation. Second, he
argues that we cannot make sense of M's causing P* because M's causing P* is pre-empted by its
supervenience basis P's causing P*. He concludes that mental properties are epiphenomenal: they
are not themselves causally responsible for anything.
Let us look at the first part of the argument. In the situation sketched in fig. 1, there are two
correct answers to the question: What is responsible for M*? According to one, it is M; according to
the other, it is P*. Now Kim argues that there are only three ways in which these answers about
why M* is there can both be true. The first two being unacceptable he concludes that the third must
be correct.
1. M and P* are jointly responsible for M*.
2. M and P* overdetermine M*.
3. M causes M* by causing P*.
Hypothesis (1) says that M and P* are jointly responsible for M*, although neither would be a
complete cause of M* in itself. Kim argues that (1) is wrong for supervenience tells us that P* alone
is sufficient for M*. Against hypothesis (2) that M and P* overdetermine M*, in the sense that each
is a complete cause of M*, he argues that "overdetermination" implies that there are two "distinct
and independent origins" (Kim 1993a, p. 205) of M*. As the case is described, M and P* are indeed
not independent in the way in which two same-level causes overdetermine an effect, as when two
independently shot bullets cause the same death. Therefore, in virtue of the principle of causalexplanatory exclusion, M cannot be a further complete cause of M*, over and above P*.
The weak point of the argument is that hypotheses (1) to (3) do not exhaust possibilities. Kim
conflates "determining", "being a sufficient condition for", and "causally bringing about"21. These
are very different relations. The argument against (2) makes it clear that he intends
20
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"overdetermination" to mean "causal overdetermination", as in the case of two bullets causing one
death. It is indeed implausible to hold that a mental cause M and its neural subvenient property P
overdetermine their effects in this way22. But this is not the issue we are addressing. M and P*
cannot be two parallel overdetermining causes of M* because the relation of P* to M* is not causal:
first, supervenient properties and their bases are instantiated by the same object at the same
moment, but causal relations require spatio-temporally separate relata23. Second, strong
supervenience is necessary whereas causation is contingent.
In fact, M and P* both determine M* but not in the same way: M causes it, in virtue of a
lawful link between them, but P* determines it in a constitutional, non causal way. This shows a
plausible fourth way, not considered by Kim, to reconcile the two explanations of the presence of
M*: one is a causal, the other a constitutional explanation24. M and P* do not causally
overdeterminate M* although each is on its own "sufficient for" M*. "Sufficient for" can have two
meanings: M is causally sufficient for M* and P* is constitutionally sufficient for M*.
Here are two simple examples where explanations of these kinds do not compete. Why is
there an equilateral triangle on the piece of paper on my desk? First, causal answer: because I drew
it. Second, non-causal answer: because there is an equiangular triangle on the paper, and
necessarily, all equiangular triangles are equilateral. Why is this gas at temperature T=50°C? First,
causal answer: because I just raised its temperature by heating its container. Second, non-causal,
answer: because its pressure and volume are P and V, and because it is approximately an ideal gas,
and T is proportional to P and V according to the ideal gas law.
Whether this is compatible with Kim's "principle of explanatory exclusion", which says that
"there can be no more than a single complete and independent explanation of any one event" (Kim
1988a, p. 233), depends, of course, on how "complete" and "independent" are understood. On one
plausible construal, "complete" means "sufficient on its own", and "independent, “not linked by
conceptual, logical or metaphysical necessity”. Then the account is incompatible with Kim’s
principle because causal and non-causal explanations of the same fact can coexist although they are
independent and each is complete.25
Downward causation
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We have undermined Kim's argument that mental-to-mental causation requires downward
causation. It is not true that one can make sense of both M and P*'s determining M* only by
supposing that M causes M* through a downward causal process running from M through P* to M*.
Nevertheless, we must address Kim’s argument that mental properties cannot have any physical
effects.
What determines or brings about P*? There are two candidates: M (through the diagonal,
downward path in fig. 1) and P. According to Kim, the only alternatives are
1. M and P are jointly responsible for P*
2. M and P overdetermine P*.
3. P causes P* by causing M.
4. P causes P* directly, without any intervention by M.
Then he argues that the first three must be rejected. This means that there is no downward
causation after all, for only the first three scenarios make reference to downward causation.
According to Kim,
(1) is wrong because P is alone sufficient for P*. This follows from the principle of the causal
closure of the physical. It says that, P* having a cause at the time of M and P, it must have a purely
physical sufficient cause at that time. Therefore, M cannot be a necessary part of the cause of P*,
and P alone causes P*.
(2) is wrong because it would have the absurd consequence that there is systematic causal
overdetermination of brain events by mental and brain events. Moreover, this possibility would
violate the principle of causal-explanatory exclusion, according to which there is only one complete
independent causal explanation of P*.
(3) must be rejected first because it is unnecessarily complicated, compared to the hypothesis
(4) that P alone causes P*, and second, because there cannot be a causal chain P - M - P* due to the
simultaneity of P and M.
I shall challenge Kim’s argument against (1). P, the physical basis of the mental property M
possessed by an individual A, can be construed as a “conjunctive property”, which can be expressed
by a long conjunction of properties of A’s parts, say descriptions of the states of a large number of
nerve cells and synapses. In Kim’s terminology, P is a “micro-based” macroproperty : a property
that “belongs to a whole in virtue of facts about its parts” (Kim 1988b, p. 142/1993c, p. 124). In this
characterization, the “in virtue of” relation is purely logical: “P is a micro-based property just in
case P is the property of having proper parts, a1, a2,…, an, such that P1(a1), P2(a2), …, Pn(an), and
R(a1,…, an)” (Kim 1997, p. 292). The subject’s possessing P is logically determined, in virtue of the
conjunction operation, by the properties of the subject’s parts, and the spatial relations between
these parts. By contrast, the instance of mental property M is a global property of A that is naturally
determined, in virtue of a law of composition, by interactions among neural networks and other

parts of the body26. Both P and M are determined by the properties of A’s parts, and therefore
micro-based properties in Kim’s sense; however, there is a crucial difference in the way they are so
determined: The physical property P is logically determined by the properties of the parts and their
spatial arrangement, whereas the mental property M is naturally determined by laws of
composition.
At the level of events, there is just one causal relation between the P-M event and the P*-M*
event. The issue of downward causation arises only with respect to causal responsibility. My point
is that it is empirically possible that M has at least partial downward causal responsibility for the
fact that the effect is P*. Let me compare this case with a case in which an incident billiard ball
carrying momentum m and fresh red paint on it sets a recoil ball in motion, thereby transmitting a
spot of red paint to it. There is only one causal relation between the events of the first ball hitting
the recoil ball and the event of the recoil ball moving off with a red spot on it. However, if we
distinguish between causation and causal responsibility, we can say that different facts about the
cause are causally responsible for different facts about the effect. The momentum of the incident
ball is causally responsible for the momentum of the recoil ball after collision, but its being freshly
painted red is causally responsible for the recoil ball's having a red spot. Causal responsibility is the
ontological ground of causal explanation. Such explanations do not exclude one another, because
several such relations can run parallel between facts involving different properties of one given
cause-effect pair. Once we have established that the P-M event has caused the P*-M* event, we
may ask, for each of the properties of the effect event, which of the properties of the cause event is
causally responsible for it. The existence of a psychological law linking M to M* justifies
attributing to M the causal responsibility for the fact that the effect has property M*.
Causation between mind-brain-events differs from the billiard balls case27, because a mental
property M* such as a decision to close the window is not independent from the underlying
conjunctive neural property P*, in the sense in which the momentum of a billiard ball is
independent of the paint on its surface. Mental properties are non-causally determined by neural
properties.
If there is no law linking P to P*, M may be partially causally responsible for P*, and
therefore exercise partial downward causal responsibility. In the absence of a law linking P directly
to P*, P*'s occurrence cannot be lawfully explained by linking it to P. P and P* are complex
conjunctive neurophysiological properties. There may well be no law of neurophysiology, nor of
chemistry or physics, that determines, as a function of P, the precise state P*, expressed by a
similar conjunction as P. The system might be too complex to show any regularity at that level of
detail. The argument would of course be stronger if I could say “it is” rather than “it might”. But
first, there are empirical though certainly not conclusive reasons to think that the brain is a chaotic
26

The distinction between M and P is neither an order-difference nor a level-difference in Kim’s (1998) sense. M and P
belong to the same level because they are exemplified by the same object; there is no difference of order because both
are first-order properties.
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Marras (1998) argues that the mental/physical case is exactly analogous to the momentum/colour of the billiard balls
case and that both relations of causal responsibility can exist in parallel without one interfering with the other, or being
preponderant over the other.

system at the microscopic level28. Second, the demonstration that it is a conceptual possibility
suffices to refute Kim’s argument, which aims at establishing the conceptual impossibility of the
causal responsibility of mental properties.
Psychological laws
Our account depends crucially on the existence of genuine psychological laws. The best way
to show that there are psychological laws, is to mention promising candidates. One such law bears
on the cognitive procedures required for an animal to construct a representation of its environment,
and to conceive its actions on the basis of this representation. Gallistel (1990) reviews ample
evidence that otherwise extremely different animals, from the sand scorpion to man, navigate within
their environment with the help of a “cognitive map”. This map is built from egocentric
representations (of the systems surroundings, as they appear to it from its present point of view),
themselves constructed from sensory information, and bound together in a unique coherent
geocentric metric map. One example of a lawful relation between mental properties M and M*
suggested by this work is the relation between the representation of the animal’s own current
position and direction of gaze (M) and the representation of the direction and distance to run to
reach the nest (M*). This computational relation is lawful (in the sense of a locally valid ceteris
paribus law) and independent of the details of the neurophysiological network executing it.
Classical conditioning provides other phenomena subject to psychological laws. Rescorla and
Wagner (1972) have established that the increase of associative strength between a conditioned
stimulus (CS) X and an unconditional stimulus (US) in a trial in which X is presented just before
n −1
US, is given by the formula: ∆V Xn = α X β (λ − V AX
),
where ∆V Xn is the increase in associative strength of the CS X obtained in the n-th trial, α X is
the salience of stimulus X, β is the salience of the unconditioned stimulus, λ the maximal strength
n −1
of association that can be obtained by association with the US29, and V AX
is the total strength of
association that has been reached between the US and two CS, X and A, in the preceding n-1 trials.
n −1
This total strength V AX
is the sum of the strengths of the individual strengths of association of the
n −1
two stimuli A and X, so that V AX
= V An −1 + V Xn −1 .
This formula, which expresses a law of learning, explains such phenomena of associative
learning as masking and blocking: The learning of the association between A and the US can be
“masked” by the presence of a second CS, X. Rescorla and Wagner’s law predicts correctly that the
associative strength of A grows more slowly in the presence of a second masking stimulus, X, than
in situations in which the association between A and the US is learnt through presentations of A
alone preceding the US; it also predicts correctly that the more salient is X the more the growth of
A’s associative strength is slowed down. Another effect which can be shown to be a consequence of
28
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β is a measure of the speed of conditioning by association with the US, λ a measure of the asymptotic strength
achievable in the long run.
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Rescorla and Wagner’s formula, is the fact that learning to associate A with the US is “blocked” by
the existence of an (earlier established) association between another CS, X and the same US. The
n −1
= V Xn −1 is already large when learning with A begins, and that the increase
explanation is that V AX
n −1
of associative strength ∆V Xn is proportional to λ − V AX
, which is therefore small.
In this example, the earlier mental state M contains the associations between A, X and the US
after the first n-1 trials and the experience of A preceding the US in the nth trial; the law predicts
that this will produce a new mental state M* containing associations whose strength is a function of
M, as specified in the formula. This regularity is robust across animal species (Rescorla and Wagner
report experiments with rabbits and rats), which makes it implausible that underlying a given state
of learning, there is a unique microscopic property common to different test subjects belonging to
different animal species30.
To return to our question as to the relation between P, M, P* and M*: the law between M and
M* is certainly a “system law” whose validity is limited to living humans with the particular brain
architecture characteristic of human beings31. In a given individual, M might have been determined
by P1, P2… instead of P. But given that M is actually determined by P, we may consider that part of
the complex conjunction making up P constitutes an invariant constraint on the system whose
stability makes it possible for the psychological law M-M* to make the system evolve from M to
M*. The invariant part of P, which may be a general property of all humans or specific for the
individual, remains stable throughout the evolution from M to M* and determines which of many
possible physical states P*, P*1, P*2,…the system is in at the time at which it has M*. This means
that P* is determined partly by P and partly by M although there is no downward causal law
between M and P* (as in Kim’s option 3). Given that the initial state of the system is P, the law
ruling the evolution of the system at the level of M constrains the system to evolve not only into an
M* state, but into an M* state P* compatible with the boundary conditions P.
It may turn out that many detailed states P*1,…, P*n are compatible with those constraints.
This would mean that not even the combination of M and P is causally sufficient for P*. In that
case, no fact holding at the time of the P-M event would be causally responsible for the fact that the
effect has precisely the micro-property P*. All causally responsible facts of P* would hold of
events preceding P* by a shorter time-span. Such a situation is typical for the evolution of complex
systems. At the microscopic level, there is no fact causally responsible for the fact that the air
molecules above Paris at time t move just as they do and why there are clouds exactly where they
are, except facts about the same system a very short time before t. The complexity of the system is
well over the threshold beyond which no lawful regularity allows long-term predictions at the
microscopic level. We only look for causal explanations of facts about the large-scale patterns of
weather because there are no facts bearing on much earlier times that are causally responsible for
30

For other examples of realization-independent empirical psychological generalizations, Rey (1997), Antony and
Levine (1997, p. 93/4) and Silverberg (2003).
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On systems laws, Cf. Cartwright (1999) and Schurz (2002). The transition from M to M* may be governed by an
even more specific system law whose domain validity is only myself, maybe only during a certain period. It is an
empirical question at which level there are lawful regularities.

the present detailed microscopic facts about the weather in Paris. In an analogous way, it is because
there is no neurophysiological fact about my brain as it was yesterday or a year ago which is
causally responsible for the brain state in which I now decide to close the window, that reference to
mental states is necessary if we want to find causal explanations of mind-brain events at all.
This implies that causal responsibility is not transitive. There are causally responsible facts
about the system’s microstates at t for the system’s microstates at t+∆t, but not for its microstates at
much later times. Transitivity fails for lawful regularity, and indirectly for predictability and
explicability. This consequence, far from being problematic, allows us to resolve a tension between
conflicting intuitions about the transitivity of causation: most authors (cf. e.g. Lewis 1986) take the
transitivity of causation simply for granted, but some (cf. e.g. Keil 2000) have noted that intuition is
often reluctant to accept that an event is the cause of the indirect effects of its effects, especially if
they are separated by a long chain of intermediary events. Both intuitions can be reconciled if
causation is a transitive relation between events grounded on transference, whereas causal
responsibility is a relation grounded both on transference and nomic dependency, which is not
transitive because nomic dependency is not transitive.
Have we been led to deny the principle of the causal closure of the physical? Yes and no.
There are cases of events (P*-M*) (such as bodily movements constitutive of actions) whose
physical properties P* are caused by the physical properties P of another event (P-M) only given
that it also has mental properties M, where the M properties are themselves non-causally determined
by properties among the physical properties P of the same event. Causation by mental events does
not make mental properties any more spooky than other macroscopic properties: causally
efficacious mental properties are properties which (as other macroscopic properties) are 1) noncausally determined by properties and relations at the physical level, 2) non-physical, in the sense
of not being the subject matter of physical laws, but nevertheless 3) indispensable for causally
accounting for certain physical events, such as bodily movements constitutive of actions. This
account rejects the causal closure principle because according to 2) and 3), some events can only be
causally accounted for by reference to non-physical, i.e. mental, properties. However, the account
takes account of at least part of the intuitions lying behind the causal closure principle: those nonphysical causes must themselves be physically determined, in the sense of being property instances
that are non-causally determined by physical properties and relations.
Conclusion
My aim in this paper has been to sketch a conception of the relation of the mental properties
of an individual to its underlying physical properties, which makes sense of the hypothesis that
mental properties may be causally efficacious, while neither requiring them to be identical to
physical properties nor to be irreducible with respect to them. The main claims are the following:
physical properties of the parts of cognitive systems determine, by virtue of their nomological
interactions, global properties of those systems, some of which are mental. These global properties

are first order-properties which may be causally efficacious by virtue of psychological laws. It is an
empirical question whether their causal responsibility is paralleled on the microscopic level by
neurophysiological laws, whose existence might threaten to make the mental properties
epiphenomenal. It is conceivable that it is not so paralleled because the evolution of the brain is
chaotic on a microscopic scale: it is plausible that there is no deterministic law governing its
evolution to a precision comparable to that of the psychological laws, except for very short time
spans. If the evolution of the cognitive system is governed only by psychological laws, the causal
responsibility of its mental properties is vindicated. This is compatible with the reducibility of the
mental properties by the discovery of laws of composition, which is a form of reduction that does
not lead to identify mental properties to their neurophysiological base properties32.
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